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TERMINALS

Minimalisation is not automatically a

guarantee of functionality and good

form, - but it can be! Especially then,

if the function instructions are them-

selves minimalist: LOOK+READ.

The classic lectern shape offers all the

features required, even in the digital

world. It is ergonomically advanta-

geous, minimises reflections and is

casually optimised for users of all

shapes and sizes.

Form follows Function, Display devices

without any fanciness, reduced to that

which is essential, fulfill important

information tasks at many places,

both internally and externally. As sin-

gle terminals (i.e. games, general

information, Internet) or in an inter-

active combination with an exhibition

object (i.e. Interactive Terrain Mod-

els), the QUOMODO-Terminals can be

utilised at very differing locations.

Generally, the devices are fitted with

a touch sensitive flat screen (touch

screen). It combines the functions

LOOK + INTERACTION. Usually,

more is not necessary. All further

technology is hidden away from the

user, located in the terminal console

stand. Thus, attention can be focused

solely to the large sized and ergo-

nomically placed information source.

The fact that an optically pleasing and

suitable software with suitable con-

tents is of no consequence.

Internet terminals infringe on the

above-celebrated minimalisation due

to the fact of the usual requirement

of extended interaction possibilities

insofar as other control elements such

as a mouse or keyboard must be

used, depending on the conditions

prevalent in the public area, which

makes the hair of most system ad-

ministrators stand on end.  Hacking

and vandalism are the spectres that

cause most fear. However, as far as

QUOMODO Terminals are concerned,

they cannot be impressed so easily in

this sense. Both constructively as well

as for the software, the bulkheads

remain tight against unauthorised

access.


